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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Compactness is one of the most important notions in topology and is 
thoroughly investigated in general topology. But it seems that the research 
about this notion in the area of fuzzy topology is not so effective as in 
general topology. In fact, it would seem that there was not even a good 
definition of compactness in this area until recently. Indeed, soon after the 
famous article written by Zadeh [8] was published, Chang [ 1 ] introduced 
the notion of fuzzy topological spaces and at the same time a certain fuzzy 
compactness was given. From then on, a series of different notions of fuzzy 
compactness have been discussed [2,3, 71, and in [5] they were compared in 
detail. But it seems unsatisfactory that all these fuzzy compactness ideas are 
defined for the whole fuzzy topological space but not for an arbitrary fuzzy 
subset; therefore they are far from the crisp compactness. For example, it is 
impossible to discuss the hereditary property (with respect to closed subsets) 
of fuzzy compactness. In 1977, Pu and Liu introduced the notion of fuzzy 
nets and a new concept of so-called Q-neighborhood was given, which could 
reflect the features of neighborhood structure in fuzzy topological spaces, 
and by this new neighborhood structure the Moore-Smith convergence 
theory was established spendidly [6]. It furnishes us a basic tool to 
investigate the fuzzy compactness in a more general way; to investigate the 
compactness of arbitrary fuzzy subsets. In this paper a new fuzzy 
compactness defined by fuzzy nets, we shall call it N-compactness, is given. 
But we introduce the notion of R-neighborhood (see Section 2) instead of Q- 
neighborhood to establish the Moore-Smith convergence theory, for it is 
perhaps more convennient to use. N-compactness possesses the following 
properties: (1) N-compactness is defined for arbitrary fuzzy subsets. (2) For 
N-compactness the hereditary property with respect to closed subsets holds. 
(3) N-compactness is a good extension [5]. (4) The continuous images of N- 
compact sets are N-compact. (5) For N-compactness the Tychonoff product 
theorem holds. (6) If an N-compact fuzzy topological space is T2 [6], then it 
will satisfy a stronger separation axiom which will be called T4 in this paper. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
By a fuzzy topological space, or briefly, fts, we mean the pair (X, S) where 
X is a nonempty crisp set and 6 a subset of Ix satisfying the open set axiom 
as usually mentioned in general topology, i.e., we follow the definition of fts 
given in [l] and the one given in [3] is a special case of that of 11 I. Hence 
the results obtained in this paper are effective for both fts in the sense of 11 1 
and that of 13 I. For the definition of a fuzzy point we agree on the idea of 
161, i.e., a fuzzy point x, is a fuzzy set defined by the membership function 
x,(t) = a, if t =x, 
= 0, if t EX- (x}, 
where x is called the support of x, and (r the value of x,, 0 < a < 1. 
Similarly, y,, x:, etc. are fuzzy points with value a and supports y, x”, etc., 
respectively. When the support and value of a fuzzy point are trivial, we use 
briefly the symbols e, S(n), etc. to denote fuzzy points. When x, as a fuzzy 
set is contained in another set A, we say that the fuzzy point x, belongs to 
A, in symbols x, EA. Finally, a fuzzy net S = {S(n), n E D) is a function 
S: D -+ .P where D is a directed set with order relation > and .P the 
collection of all the fuzzy points in X (see 16, Definition 11.2)). 
It is well known that in a crisp topological space (X, g) a crisp sequence 
(xn) converges to a point e E X if for every open neighborhood U of e there 
exists correspondingly a natural number NE n\l so that x, E U holds for all 
n > N. Let P = X - U; then P is a closed set and e @ P. If we call P an R- 
neighborhood of e, then the condition mentioned above may be replaced 
equivalently by the statement “for every R-neighborhood P of e there exists 
correspondingly a natural number NE N so that x, & P holds for all n > N.” 
This fact hints that we may take the idea of refussing “remoting” to charac- 
terize “near.” In general topology, this idea seems useless and without 
reason, but we shall see that it is just this point of view that may be taken to 
characterize the feature of “nearness” in fuzzy topology which is more 
general than the traditional one adopted in general topology and takes the 
latter as a special case (see [ 61). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X, 6) be an fts, e be a fuzzy point, and P a closed 
fuzzy set in X. Then P is called a Remoted-neighborhood, or briefly, R- 
neighborhood’ of e, if e @ P. Let A be a fuzzy set; a closed fuzzy set P is 
called an R-neighborhood of A if for each crisp point x E X satisfying 
A(x) = ;i > 0, P is an R-neighborhood of xA. 
’ I am very pleased to mention here that it was Professor Pu PaoMing who suggested to me 
the prefix “R-“, which not only reflects the meaning of “remoting” but also just follows the 
prefix “Q-” of Q-neighborhood. 
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Let e be a fuzzy point; then by the definition of what e belongs to a fuzzy 
set, it is easy to verify that the intersection of arbitrarily many R- 
neighborhoods of e and the union of a finite number of R-neighborhoods of e 
are still R-neighborhoods of e. Hence the collection of all R-neighborhoods 
of e constitutes an idea base q(e). In the sequel we often write P E q(e) to 
show that P is an R-neighborhood of e. 
Obviously, 0 E q(e) and 1 6? q(e) hold for each fuzzy point e. 
We can use the R-neighborhood as a basic tool to define more naturally 
such notions as adherence point of a fuzzy set and limit point and cluster 
point of a fuzzy net given in [6]. For example, it is not difficult to verify that 
Definitions 2.2-2.4 are equivalent to Definitions 4.2, 11.4, and 13.2 of 161, 
respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A fuzzy point e is called an adherence point of a fuzzy 
set A if for each P E q(e) we have A d P. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A fuzzy point e is called a limit point of a fuzzy net 
S = {S(n), n E D} (or S converges to e, in symbols S + e) if for each 
P E q(e) we have eventually S(n) @ P. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A fuzzy point e is called a cluster point of a fuzzy net 
S = {S(n), n E D}, in symbols S co e, if for each P E q(e) we have frequently 
S(n) 4 P. 
The following definitions are needed in the sequel: 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let (X, 6) be an fts. For a fuzy point xJ, we call 1 the 
value of x1, in symbols V(x,) = 1. For a fuzzy net S = (S(n), n E D), let i,, 
be the value of S(n); then we obtain a crisp net {A,, n E D) in the half-open 
interval (0, 11. It will be called the value net of S and denoted V(S). If I’(S) 
converges to a real number a E (0, 11, then we say that S is an a-net. 
Specifically, if An = a holds for all n E D, then we say that S is a constant a- 
net. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Put D = iN. For each n E D, let 
S(n)(x) = + + sin((-1)“/2n), if x = l/n, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then S = {S(n), n E D} is a f-net. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let (X, S) be an fts and X a fuzzy filter consisting of 
fuzzy sets in X (or briefly, fuzzy filter in X). A fuzzy point e is called an 
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adherence point of R, in symbols 3 co e, if for each P E v(e) and each 
FEZ we have F&P. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let F be a fuzzy set in X; we call sup(F(x) 1 x E X} the 
height of F and denote it by V(F). Let jr be a fuzzy filter in X and 
inf( V(F) ] FE Sr} = a; then we say that R is an a-filter. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. For any fixed a E (0, I], let A be the fuzzy set defined by 
A(x)=cf, XEX 
and let ST consist of all sets containing A; then jT is an a-filter. 
From now on, for a set ,!3 c 1’ we write /I’ to denote the set 
(1 -B ] B E p} and hence, in an fts (X, 6), B E 6’ means that B is a closed 
fuzzy set in (X, S). 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let (X, 6) be an fts and p c a’, u c 6’. Then p is called 
a closed base for 6’ if each closed fuzzy set is the intersection of sets of p; v 
is called a closed subbase for 6’ if the finite union of sets of v constitute a 
closed base 111 for 6’ (we call it the closed base generated by v). 
The proofs of the following lemmas are simple and hence are omitted: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (X, 6) be an fts and ,u c 6’; then p is a closed base 
(subbase) for 6’ #p’ is an open base (subbase) for 6. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (X, S) be an fts and ,u a closed subbase for 6’; then a 
fuzzy net S = {S(n), n E D) converges to a fuzzy point e iff for each 
P E q(e) n,u we have eventually S(n) 4: P. 
It should be noticed that v(e) np # 0. In fact, let v be the closed base 
generated by p. If p has the property that e E P holds for each P E ~1, then so 
does v. This contradicts the fact that the closed fuzzy set 0 can be denoted as 
the intersection of sets of v and e # 0. Hence there exists at least a closed 
fuzzy set P E ru so that e & P; then P E q(e) and q(e) no # 0. 
3. N-COMPACTNESS 
In this section we introduce the notion of N-compactness and a series of 
its properties will be discussed. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, 6) be an fts and A a fuzzy set in X. Set A is 
called N-compact if each a-net (a E (0, 11) contained in A has at least in A a 
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cluster point with value a. Specifically, when A = 1 is N-compact, we call 
(X, S) an N-compact fts. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let (X, 6) be the coarsest fts in the sense of [3], i.e., 
6=6’={AEZXIA(x)=c,cE [0, 11); 
then (X, S) is an N-compact fts. In fact, for each a E (0, 1 ] and each crisp 
point x E X, the fuzzy point x, is a cluster point of each a-net. 
Moreover, the empty fuzzy set 0 is always an N-compact set in every fts, 
for there is no a-net in 0. The property of N-compactness is hereditary with 
respect to closed fuzzy subsets. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, S) be an fts. Zf A is N-compact, then each closed 
fuzzy subset contained in A is N-compact as well. 
Proof: Suppose that B E 6’ and B c A; S = {S(n), n E D) is an a-net in 
B (a E (0, 11). Since S is also in the N-compact set A, there exists in A a 
cluster point x, of S. It will be shown that x, E B. In fact, if x, & B, then it 
follows from B E 6’ that B E q(x,). But S(n) E B holds for all n E D; this 
contradicts the fact that x, is a cluster point of S and B is an R- 
neighborhood of x,. 
The following three theorems describe the characteristic of N-compact 
sets. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, 6) be an fts and A a fuzzy set in X, then A is N- 
compact iff each a-net (a E (0, 11) contained in A has a fuzzy subnet 
converging to some fuzzy point with value a in A. 
Proof On account of [6, Theorem 3.21, this theorem is evident. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, 6) be an fts and A a fuzzy set in X. Then A is N- 
compact ifSeach fuzzy net S contained in A has a cluster point x, E A with 
value a whenever its value net V(S) has the crisp cluster point a E (0, 11. 
Proof: The sufficiency is evident, we have only to prove the necessity. 
Let S = {S(n), n E D} be a fuzzy net contained in A and let its value net 
V(S) = (V(S(n)), n E D} h ave a crisp cluster point a E (0, 11. Then V(S) 
has a crisp subnet (V(S(n(m))), m E E} converging to a. Note that the fuzzy 
net T= {S@(m)), m E E} is a fuzzy subnet of S and really an a-net; it has a 
cluster point x, E A by the N-compactness of A. Now x, is just a cluster 
point of the net S as well. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let (X, 6) be an fts and A a fuzzy set in X. Then A is N- 
compact iff each a-Jlter sT(a E (0, 11) h as an adherence point x, E A with 
value a whenever A E .7. 
ProojI Sufficiency: Let S = {S(n), n E O} be an a-net contained in A. 
Put F,=(J{S(n)InED,n>N} (NED) and fl= {FEIX]FxF,, for 
some n E D). Then since D is a direct set we see that .F is a fuzzy filter and 
evidently A E ,F. Because S is an a-net, for any positive number E there 
exists NE D such that 1 V(S(n)) - a / < E whenever n > N and V(F,) < a + F. 
Thus we have 
inf{V(F)]FEX}<a+s. 
On the other hand, for each FE jr there exists n E D such that F, c F 
holds. Choose n, E D to satisfy n, an, n, > N; then F,, CF,C F and 
V(F,,) > a - E, hence 
inf{ V(F) I F E F} > a - E. 
Since E is arbitrary, it follows that ,F is an a-filter. By the condition 
mentioned in the theorem, there exists a fuzzy point x, E A so that fl co x, . 
It can be shown that S co x,. In fact, for each P E I, according to 
Definition 2.6, we have F,,, & P for all N E D. Therefore there exists n > N so 
that S(n) @ P and hence S co x,. 
Necessity: Let .F be an a-filter and A E .F(a E (0, 11). Then for each 
natural number k and each F E .F there exists a fuzzy point x.& E F f7 A 
fulfilling the inequality 
a - (l/k) < A < a + (l/k). 
Choose and fix such an xA and denote it by S((F, K)). Put 
D = ((F, K) I F E F, K E N } and define the order as follows: 
(F,,K,)> (Fz,KJ whenever F, c F, and K,>K,. 
Then since ST is a filter we see that D is a direct set and thus S = {S((F, K)), 
(F, K) E D} is a fuzzy net contained in A. It is clear that S is an a-net, and 
by the N-compactness of A there exists a fuzzy point x, E A so that S co x,. 
It can be shown that ST co x,. In fact, for each P E g(x,) and each F E L9-, 
by Definition 2.4 there is (F,, K,) > (F, 1) and S((F,, K,)) @ P. Moreover, 
S((F,, K,)) E F, nA, hence F ti P, and finally, by Definition 2.6 we get 
XCOXx,. 
It is easy to verify that crisp compactness is a special case of N- 
compactness, i.e., the following theorem holds: 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, fF) be a crisp topological space and (X, 6) be the 
corresponding fts (i.e., 6 is the family of characteristic functions of sets of a). 
Then (X, &F) is compact iff (X, 6) is N-compact. 
Moreover, Theorem 3.6 shows that N-compactness is a “good extension” 
I51* 
THEOREM 3.6. Let (X, w(g)) be the fts topologically generated by a 
crisp topological space (X, 5) [S]; then (X, w(K)) is N-compact iff (X, a) is 
compact. 
Proof Sufficiency: Let S = {S(n), n E D} be an a-net (a E (0, 1 I) and xn 
the support of S(n) (n E 0). Then we get a crisp net f = {x", n E D} in the 
crisp space (X, K). Since (X, g) is compact and f has a cluster point x in 
(X, g), it can be shown that S co x,. In fact, for each P E n(x,) we have 
P(x) < CY and so we can choose a positive number A so that P(x) < 2 < a. 
Since S is an a-net, there exists N, E D such that V@(n)) > 1 holds for all 
n > N,. Moreover, P is a closed fuzzy set; according to the structure of 
o(g) we know that U = (t E X 1 P(t) < 1) E 6. Then it follows from the fact 
thatxEUandfooxthatforeachNEDthereisannEDsothatn~N, 
n>N,, and x” E U. We have then P(x”) <A. But V(S(n)) > A, hence 
S(n) & P and the consequence S cc x, follows. 
Necessity: It is well known that strong fuzzy compactness is a good 
extension [S]. On the other hand, we shall prove in Section 5 that N- 
compactness implies strong fuzzy compactness, hence the necessity is a 
consequence of Theorem 5.2. 
An N-compact set has an interesting property: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (X, 6) be an fts and A an N-compact set in X. Then 
there exists a crisp point x E X so that 
A(x) = sup{A(t) 1 t E X}. 
Proof: Let a = sup{A(t) 1 t E X}. Clearly we may assume a E (0, I]. 
Choosing now xk E X so that A(xk) > a - (l/k) and denoting by S(k) the 
fuzzy point with support xk and value A(xk), we get an a-net 
S = {S(k), k E FJ } contained in A. Since A is N-compact, S has a cluster 
point x, EA. It follows from x, E A that A(x) > a and from the meaning of 
a that A(x) ,< a, hence A(x) = a. 
The following result follows from this theorem and Theorem 3.1: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let (X, S) be an N-compact fts; then each closed fuzzy 
set in X as a function has a maximum, and each open fuzzy set as a function 
has a minimum. 
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In the fts (X, w(a)), an open fuzzy set is a lower semicontinuous function 
and a closed fuzzy set is an upper semicontinuous function from (X, K) into 
[O, 11. Hence from Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.1 we get a well-known 
result in analysis, 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (X, g) be a compact crisp topological space. Then 
the lower semicontinuous (upper semicontinuous) function from (X, W) into 
[O, 1 ] has a minimum (maximum). Spec@cally, the continuous function from 
(X, a) into [0, 1 ] has both a maximum and a minimum. 
Finally, we give a theorem to show that N-compactness is preserved under 
continuous mappings. A simple lemma is needed, the proof of which is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (X, 6) and (Y, p) be fts, let f: (X, S) + (Y, ,u) be a 
mapping, let Q be a fuzzy set in Y, and let P = f -l(Q). Then for any fuzzy 
point e in X satisfying e & P, the image f(e) is a fuzzy point in Y satisfying 
f(e) 4 Q. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let (X, 6) and (Y,,u) be fts, A be an N-compact fuzzy set 
in X, and f: (X, 6) -+ (Y, ,u) a continuous mapping; then f(A) is an N-compact 
fuzzy set in Y. 
Proof: Let T = {T(n), n E D) be an a-net (a E (0, 11) contained in 
B = f(A). For each n E D, let y” be the support of T(n); then f -‘(y”) is a 
crisp subset of X. Evidently, for each natural number k there exists a crisp 
point x” E f -‘(y”) so that A(x”) > B(y”) - (l/k). Furthermore, by the 
relation T(n) E B we get V(T(n)) < B( y”) and hence A(x”) > 
V(T(n)) - (l/k). Therefore, for each n E D and k E N we may choose a 
fuzzy point S((n, k)) E A so that 
W(n)) - (l/k) < v(s(h k))) < W(n)), f (s((n, k))) E T(n). (1) 
Put D, = ((n, k) ] n E D, k E R\i } and order it by 
(n,, k,) > (n,, k) whenever n, > n2 and k,>k,; 
then D, becomes a direct set and hence S = {S((n, k)), (n, k) E Dl} is a 
fuzzy net contained in A. Since T is an a-net, it follows by (1) that S is an a- 
net as well. By the N-compactness of A, S has a cluster point x, E A. Let 
y, = f (x,); then y, is a fuzzy point in Y and y, E f(A). We shall show that 
T co y, to conclude the proof. In fact, for each Q E I, since Q is a 
closed fuzzy set in (Y,p) and f is continuous, we see that P = f -I(Q) is a 
closed fuzzy set in (X, 6). Moreover, Q is an R-neighborhood of y,, thus we 
have Q( y,) < a and so P(x) < a. Therefore P E q(x,). For each NE D, it 
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follows from S 00 x, that there exists (n, k) E D, so that (n, k) > (N, 1) and 
S((n, k)) @ P. Then by Lemma 3.1 we see that f(S((n, k))) 4 Q and so it 
follows from (1) that T(n) & Q, hence T co y,. 
4. TYCHONOFF PRODUCT THEOREM 
The main purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let {(X7, 8,)) (y E r) be a collection of fts and (X, 6) 
their product fts. Then (X, 6) is N-compact ifl (X,, 6,) is N-compact for each 
y E I-. 
Prooj Since projective mapping is continuous, the necessity is a conse- 
quence of Theorem 3.8; the suffkiency is a consequence of the stronger 
Theorem 4.2 below. 
We need a definition introduced by Liu: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let ((X7, a?)} (y E r) be a collection of fts, (X, S) be 
their product fts, P,: X -+ X, be projective mapping, and A y be a fuzzy set in 
XY (y E r). Then the fuzzy set 
in X is called the product set of all the fuzzy sets A y (y E r). 
Clearly, A = 1 iff A y = 1 for every y E r. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {(X7, a,)} (y E r) be a collection of fts and A, be an 
N-compact set in (X,, 6,) (y E r); then the product set of all the fuzzy sets A, 
(y E r) is N-compact. 
The proof of this theorem is complicated and several lemmas are needed, 
but we shall begin with some symbols. 
Suppose {,, > 0 is an ordinal, {(Xl, 6,)} (r < &,) is a collection of fts, and 
A, is fuzzy set in X, (< < &,); let us agree on the following symbols: 
(1) For each 9 < co, (XV, 6”) denotes the product fts of all the fts (Xa, S,) 
(< < q); A” denotes the product set of all the fuzzy sets A, (c < q). When 
q = &,, it will be omitted. 
(2) In case 5 < v < &,, P, and P” denote the projective mapping from X to 
X, and to X”, respectively. When q = &,, P” is the identical mapping. 
(3) In case l< q < &,, Pq denotes the projective mapping from XV to X,. 
When q = &,, we write simply P, to denote Pq. 
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(4) When q’ < II < I$, PVq’ denotes the projective mapping from X” to 
XV’. If 9 = c$,, we write simply Pq’ to denote P’l’l’. 
Lemmas 4.1-4.3 are evident and their proofs will be omitted. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose 0 < n < To ; then 
is a closed subbase of (X”, 6”). 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose 0 < n < c$, ; then a fuzzy point e E A” tff for every 
( < q we have P:(e) E At. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose < < n’ < n < <, and e” is a fuzzy point in X” such 
that P”“‘(e”) = e”‘; then 
P;(e”) = Pp’(e”‘). 
Finally, the following lemma is needed as well: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let (XC, 8,) (r = 0, 1) be fts and (X, 6) their product fts; let 
A, be fuzzy set in X, (< = 0, 1) and A their product set. Suppose S = {S(n), 
n E D} is an a-net in A (a E (0, 11) and S, = {P,(S(n)), n E D} is the 
corresponding projective net in A,. Now if S, has a cluster point e, E A, so 
that V(e,) = a and A, is N-compact, then S has a cluster point e E A so that 
V(e) = a and PO(e) = e,. 
Proof. Since S, co e,, it follows from [6, Theorem 13.21 that S, has a 
fuzzy subnet T,, = (P,(S(n(m))), m E E} converging to e,. By Lemma 4.2, 
T, = {P1(S(n(m))), m E E) is a fuzzy net in A,, and since S is an a-net, T, 
is an a-net as well. Then from the N-compactness of A, it follows that there 
exists e, E A, so that V(e,) = a and T, 00 e,. Let XI be the support of e, 
(< = 0, l), and e be the fuzzy point in X with support (x0,x’) and value a; 
then by Lemma 4.2 we have e E A and evidently PO(e) = e,, PI(e) = e,. Put 
T= {S(n(m)), m E E); then T is a subnet of S. It need only be shown that 
Tcz, e. 
Let F be an R-neighborhood of e. By Lemma 4.1, e has an R- 
neighborhood PO ‘(F,) U P; ‘(F,) so that 
F c P,‘(F,) U P,‘(F,), (2) 
where F, E 8; (< = 0, 1). Now e & P;‘(F,); therefore, el t$ P;‘(F’t); therefore, 
e, & Ft and hence F, E q(eJ (c = 0, 1). For each ME E, on account of 
To+ e, there exists MOE E, MO > M so that P,(S(n(m))) 4 F,, i.e., 
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S(n(m)) 4 PO ‘(F,) whenever m > M,. Moreover, from T, co e, we see that 
there exists m such that m > M, > M and P,(S(n(m))) GF,, i.e., 
S(n(m)) 4 P;‘(F,). Hence we have 
W(m)> @ f’,‘(F,)U f’;‘(F,), 
and so by (2) we get S(n(m)) 6? F. This means T 00 e. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By the well-ordering axiom, we may restrict 
ourselves to the case where r is an ordinal set and there is an ordinal &, so 
that I-= (r 1 r < 5,). Suppose S = (S(n), n E D} is an a-net (a E (0, 11) in A; 
it need only be shown that S has a cluster point e E A with value a. 
By Lemma 4.2, S, = {Pr(S(n)), n E D} is an a-net in A, (< < co), S” = 
(Pq(S(n)), n ED} is an a-net in A” (q < to). We now build a set L 
consisting of fuzzy points with the same value a but belonging to different 
fts: 
L = (en E An 1 V(eq) = a, S” co e”, 0 < v < Co). 
Since S’(=S,) is an a-net in A’(=A,), by the N-compactness of A’, there 
exists e’ E A’ so that V(e’) = a and S’ co e’. Hence L is nonempty. For any 
two fuzzy points eV1 and e”* of L, let us agree that 
evl < en2 \ iff vl < v2 and pq2ql(eq2) = e”l ; 
then L makes a partially ordered set. Let L, be a nest (i.e., a totally ordered 
set) of L. We shall prove L, has an upper bound in L. In case L, has a 
greatest member, the proof is trivial. We may hence suppose that 
L, = {enI, eq2 ,..., en, ,... }, 
where v, < q2 < ... < u, < ... < &, and q,, < q,, implies e”” < e”‘2. Let 11 be 
the limit ordinal of the transcendent sequence ql, v2 ,..., v, ,.... Then q < c&. 
Since L, is totally ordered, we see that there exists a unique fuzzy point eQ in 
XR so that 
ul, < fl, evz <en (i.e., PnVT(e”) = eQr). 
It can be shown that en is an upper bound of L, in L, i.e., V(e”) = a, 
ev E A”, and SV co en. 
(1) By Pvvr(eq) = ear and V(eVT) = a we get V(eq) = a. 
(2) For any c < q, there is eq7 E L, so that r < 7, < II. By eVr E AqT and 
Lemma 4.2 we see that P:r(e”T) E A,. Secondly, by P’t”7(e”) = eVr and 
Lemma 4.3 we have P!7(evT) = Py(e”). Hence for each < < q we have always 
P;(e”) E A, and so by Lemma 4.2, eV E An follows. 
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(3) Finally, we prove that S” co e”. Let Qn be an R-neighborhood of en. 
By Lemma 4.1, there are ordinals ri < q and closed fuzzy sets F,? in (Xii, 8,;) 
(i = I,..., k) so that 
e” 6i R” = U { [P;J -‘(Fri) 1 i = l,..., k) and Q”cR”. 
It need only be shown that for each NE D, there exists n > N so that 
P(S(n)) 4 R”. In fact, for each i, ev 4 [P2i] -‘(F,J, i.e., P,“,(eq) & Fli. Take 
e”rE L,, to satisfy Ti < q, < 9 (i= l,..., k). Then by PVT(eq) = e”, and 
Lemma 4.3 we get P;;(e”‘) 6? Fti (i = I,..., k), hence 
evr 6? u { [P;;]-‘(F,i) j i = l,..., k). 
Since eVr E L, by the definition of L we have SVr co e”‘. Therefore, for every 
NE D, there is n > N so that 
f’YS(n)) @ If’;;] -‘(&,), i = I,..., k, 
i.e., 
i = l,..., k. 
By Lemma 4.3 we get 
p;i(J’YW)) ~6 Fli, i = l,.., k, 
I.e., 
P”W)) @ If’$ - ‘(F& i = l,..., k, 
or P(S(n)) & R”, hence S” co e”. 
Now it has been proved that the partially ordered set L is nonempty and 
each nest L, of L has an upper bound in L. Hence by Zorn’s lemma we see 
that L has a maximal member eq’. To complete the proof of this theorem it 
need only be shown that ‘I* = &,. 
In fact, it is clear that q* < &,. Now let us suppose q* < C,, ; then 
q* + 1 < &,. Because of the fact that e”’ E L we have 
eR* EAR*, V(eVS) = a, and S”‘ co eq’. 
On the other hand, S,. + , is an a-net contained in the N-compact set A,. + , . 
Hence by Lemma 4.4 it follows that there is a fuzzy point eV*+’ E A”“’ so 
that 
V(e .*+I) = a, p*+1 m ev’+l, and 
pC?J’i I)Tl’ (e tl. t 1) = eT’* 
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Then it follows that eV* +’ E L and e** < en* “. But e”* # eV*’ ‘, this 
contradicts the fact that eV * is a maximal member of L, hence we have 
v* = to. 
Remark 1. Generally, P,(A) = A, is not true. 
Remark 2. The inverse of Theorem 4.2 is not true. In fact, if some A,, 
for example, A, = 0, then the product set A = 0 and is therefore an N- 
compact set in (X, 6). But now we may select the remaining A, (0 < r < <,) 
arbitrarily, and hence they need not be N-compact. 
5. COMPARISONS OF N-COMPACTNESS 
WITH OTHER FUZZY COMPACTNESSES 
In this section we shall compare N-compactness with those fuzzy 
compactnesses which are so-called good extensions 151, strictly speaking, we 
shall compare N-compactness with ultra-fuzzy compactness, strong fuzzy 
compactness, and fuzzy compactness [ 51. 
By [2], a family /I c I* is called an a-shading if for all x E X there exists a 
B E /3 so that B(x) > a. By (51, an fts (X, S) is called strong fuzzy compact if 
for each a E (0, 11, each a-shading family p has a finite a-shading subfamily. 
By means of the following definition, this condition may be equivalently 
restated as the statement given in Proposition 5.1: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose A EZX and a E [O, 11; then A > a(A < a) 
means A(x) > a (A(x) < a) holds for each x E X. For a family /I c Ix, we 
use the symbol lJ/I (n/3) to denote the union (intersection) of all the sets of 
P. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The space (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact iff one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(1) For each a E ]O, l), zf PC 6 and Up > a, then /? has a Jnite 
subfamily q~ so that Urp > a. 
(2) For each a E (0, 11, if p c 6’ and n/I < a, then /? has a finite 
subfamily v, so that n q < a. 
Furthermore, strong fuzzy compactness may also be characterized by a 
net. 
THEOREM 5.1. The space (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact tff every 
constant a-net has a cluster point with value a for each a E (0, 11. 
Proof Sufficiency: Suppose (X, 6) is not strong fuzzy compact; then 
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there exists a E (0, 1 ] and /I c 6’ such that np < a but for any finite 
subfamily (a of j3 the relation n/I < a is not true, i.e., there exists a fuzzy 
point x, E n q. Let us write x, as S(q) and in 2’8’ (see [ 5 ]), we introduce 
an order as follows: 
(PI G P2 iff (P~=v?~; 
then 2’5’ makes a direct set and so S = (S(q), q~ E 2(O)} is a constant a-net 
satisfying the condition that for each closed fuzzy set FE q we have 
S(q) E F. Let y be any crisp point of X; then it follows from n/3 < a that 
there exists FE p such that F(y) < a and so F is an R-neighborhood of the 
fuzzy point y,. Put (pO = (F}; then for any (o > ‘p. we get 
S(q) E nq c n (pO = F, hence y, is not a cluster point of S. On account of 
the arbitrariness of y it follows that the constant a-net S has no cluster point 
with value a. 
Necessity: Let S = (s(n), n E D} be a constant a-net without any cluster 
point with value a (a E (0, 1 I). Then for each crisp point x E X there exists 
N, E D so that the fuzzy point x, has an R-neighborhood F, for which 
S(n) E F, holds for each n > N,. Now suppose xl,..., xk are crisp points in 
X. Then there exists NE D so that S(n) E F,! holds for each i, where 
F,iE q(x’) (i = l,..., k). Put p = (F, / x E X); then (-)/I < a, but for any finite 
subfamily ~1 = (F, ,,..., F,,} c/3. Since there is S(n) E r)q, nqJ < a is not 
true. Hence (X, 6) is not fuzzy compact. 
Since a constant a-net is an a-net, on account of Theorem 5.1 we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose (X, 6) is N-compact; then it is strong fuzzy 
compact. 
The converse of Theorem 5.2 is not true. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let X = (0, 1) and let 6 be generated by all those fuzzy 
sets in X whose membership functions are constant functions or the function 
E(x) =x (x E X). It is clear that (X, 8) is strong fuzzy compact, but the 
membership function of the closed fuzzy set F = 1 -E has no maximum, 
and so by Corollary 3.1 it follows that (X, 8) is not N-compact. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose (X, 6) is strong fuzzy compact, then it is N- 
compact iff each closed fuzzy set as a function has a maximum. 
ProoJ By Corollary 3.1, the necessity is clear and we have only to prove 
the sufficiency. Suppose (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact but not N-compact; 
then there exists an a E (0, 1 ] and an a-net S = (S(n), n E D} without any 
cluster point with value a. Therefore, for each crisp point x E X the fuzzy 
point x, has an R-neighborhood P, such that there is N, E D for which 
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S(n) E P, holds whenever n 2 N,. Let /3= {PJxEX}. Then PCS’ and 
np < a. On account of the strong fuzzy compactness of (X, S) and 
Proposition 5.1 it follows that p has a finite subfamily q = (P,,,..., PxA) so 
that n/? < a. Let P = n (o; then P is closed and as a function has no 
maximum. In fact, take NE D so that N > N,; (i = l,..., k); then S(n) E P 
holds for each n > N. By the definition of cl-net we know that for any real 
number E > 0, there is an x E X so that P(x) > a - E. On the other hand, it 
follows from P < a that P(x) < a holds for each x E X, hence the fact that P 
as a function has a maximum is impossible. 
By (4 1, for an fts (X, 6) we write z(S) to denote the initial topology on X 
with respect to the family of functions 6 and the topological spae I,.. The 
family (A -‘(a, 1 ] 1 A E 6, a E I} is a subbase for z(S) and if for all a E 10, 1) 
we put 
z,(S) = (A -‘(a, l] /A E 6}, 
then I,(S) is a topology on X and 
l(S) = sup{ z,(S) I a E IO, 1) ). 
‘I, 
Equivalently, if we put 
z,(d)= (B-‘[O,c)IBE6 
then 
z(S) = sup{zc(6) / c E (0, 1 
By [5], an fts (X, 6) is called ultrafuzzy compact if (X, z(6)) is compact. We 
shall give the characteristic of ultrafuzzy compactness by means of nets. 
DEFINTION 5.2. Suppose S = {S(n), n E D} and S’ = (S’(n), n E D} are 
two fuzzy nets with the same domain set D and for each n E D, S(n) and 
S’(n) are fuzzy points with the same support; then we say that S and S’ are 
sirrdar nets. Suppose S is an a-net converging to xa(a E (0, 1 I). If for each 
c E (0, 1 ] the constant c-net similar to S converges to xc, then x, is called a 
transitive limit point of S. 
It is clear that any fuzzy net is similar to itself. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (X, 6) be an fts. Zf for some a E (0, 11 and some x E X 
the fuzzy point x, is a transitive limit of the constant a-net 
S = {S(n), n E D), then the crisp point x is a limit of the crisp net 
(x”, n E D} in (X, z(S)), where x” is the support of S(n) (n E 0). 
409/94/&2 
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Proof: Let U be an open neighborhood of x in (X, r(S)). By (3), there are 
Bi E 6’ and ci E (0, 1 ] (i = l,..., k) so that 
x E f) l!Ji c u, 
i=l 
where Ui = {t E X ] B,(t) < ci}. Note that Bi(x) < ci and the Bi are closed 
fuzzy sets in (X, 8). We know that the Bi are R-neighborhoods of the fuzzy 
points xci (i = l,..., k). By the condition mentioned above, the constant ci-nets 
(xx, n E D} converge to xci. Hence there exists Ni E D so that xX 4 Bi, i.e., 
B,(x”) < ci or x” E Ui, where n > Ni (i = l,..., k). Take NE D so that 
N > N, (i = l,..., k); then x” E n:= I Ui c U holds for each n > N. Hence x is 
a limit of the crisp net (x”, n E D}. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (X, S) be an fts; then it is ultrafuzzy compact iffeach 
a-net (a E (0, 11) S has a converging subnet T with a transitive limit point 
with value a. 
Proof: Sufftciency: Let f = {xn, n E D} be a crisp net in (X, z(S)). For a 
fixed a E (0, 11, take a constant a-net S = (xi, n E D}; then S has a subnet 
T = {x;(‘“), m E E} so that T has a transitive limit point x,. By Lemma 5.1, 
x is a limit of the crisp net g = {xn(“‘), m E E} in (X, r(6)). Since g is a subnet 
off, we have f co x. Hence (X, I(S)) is compact. 
Necessity: Suppose (X, z(S)) is compact and S = (S(n), n E D } is an a-net 
(a E (0, 11) in (X, 8). Let x” be the support of S(n) (n E 0). Then f = {xn, 
n E DJis a crisp net in (A’, r(S)), and hence it has a subnet g = (x”(“‘), m E E} 
converging to some crisp point x E X. Now T = { S(n(m)), m E E} is a fuzzy 
subnet of S. We have only to show that x, is a transitive limit point of T. In 
fact, we would rather prove a stronger statement: If T’ = { T(n(m)), m E E} 
is a c-net similar to T, then T’ --+ x, (c E (0, 1 I). 
Let x”(~) be the support of T(n(m)). Suppose P E I; then 
P(x) = c, < c. Choose c,, so that c, < c, < c; on account of (3) and P E 6’ we 
get 
x E u = (t E x 1 P(t) < co} E z(S). 
Thus there is an M, E E so that x”(~’ E U holds for each m > M,. 
Moreover, T’ is a c-net and so there is an M, E E so that V(T(n(m))) > c,, 
holds for each m > M,. Choose M E E so that M > Mi (i = 1,2); then we 
have for each m > M 
P(xncm’) < c,, < V(T(n(m))), 
hence T(n(m)) 6 P and so T’ -+x, follows, 
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On account of Theorems 3.2 and 5.4 we get 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose (X, S) is ultrajiizzy compact; then it is N- 
compact. 
The converse of Theorem 5.5 is not true. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let X be the set of natural numbers N. For each 
a E (0, l), there exists an n E lh so that (n - 1)/n < a < n/(n + 1). Now we 
choose ai E I(n - 1)/n, a) (i = l,..., n) and put 
F(a, a I ,***, a,)(x) = aI when x > n, 
= ai, when x= i, i = I,..., n. 
Let ~1 be the family consisting of all those fuzzy sets and the fuzzy sets 0 
and 1; then it is not difficult to verify that the finite unions and arbitrary 
intersections of sets of p are still sets of ,u. Hence (X, S) makes an fts where 
6 =p’. It is clear that r(6) is discrete and so (X, I(S)) is not compact. In 
other words, (X, 6) is not ultrafuzzy compact. On the other hand, let S be 
any a-net in (X, 6); if (n - 1)/n < a < n/(n + l), then for any m > n the 
fuzzy point with support m and value a is a limit point of S. If a = 1, then 
every fuzzy point with value 1 is the limit point of S. Hence (X, 6) is N- 
compact. 
Remark. The example of a strong fuzzy compact but not ultrafuzzy 
compact fts given in [S] is incorrect (see [S, pp. 452-4531; for a = 0, l,,(S) is 
not compact). Since we have proved 
ultrafuzzy compactness =z, N-compactness = strong fuzzy compactness, 
Examples 5. 1 and 5.2 are both examples of strong fuzzy compact fts which 
are not ultrafuzzy compact. 
By [3 ], (X, S) is called fuzzy compact if for each a E [O, 1 ] and each 
p c 6 such that sup(A 1 A E p} > a and for each E E (0, a] there exists a finite 
subfamily o of /I so that sup{,4 1 A E v} > a - E. It can be easily verified that 
the following theorem is true: 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (X, 6) be an fts; then it is fuzzy compact iff for each 
a-net S (a E (0, 11) and each E E (0, a), S has a cluster point with value 
a - E. 
Finally, we give a theorem to show the relations between different fuzzy 
compactnesses. The following lemma is needed: 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let (X, S) be a T, fts [ 6 ] and S a fuzzy net in X. If S + x,, 
and S co yC, then x = y. 
ProoJ: By 16, Theorem 13.2 1, S has a subnet T satisfying T-t y,,. 
Evidently, we also have T -+ x, since (X, 6) is T, fts. Hence by [ 6. Theorem 
12.11 we get x=y. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let (X, 6) be a T, fts; then fuzzy compactness, strong 
fuzzy compactness, N-compactness, and ultrafuzzy compactness are 
equivalent. 
Proof By (4) and the results given in [S] we see that fuzzy compactness 
is the weakest and ultracompactness is the strongest; hence it need only be 
shown that a fuzzy compact T, fts (X, 6) is ultrafuzzy compact. 
First we show that a T, fuzzy compact fts (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact. 
Suppose S = (xs, n ED} is a constant a-net in (X. S) (a E (0, 11). By 
Theorem 5.6, for each E E (0, a) S has a cluster point x,-, with value a - E. 
By [6, Theorem 13.21, S has a subnet T converging to x,_ C. Since T is a 
constant a-net as well, for each k E N, T has a cluster point ynPElk with 
value a - e/k. By Lemma 5.2 we have x = y, hence for each k E II, x, _ E,k is 
a cluster point of S. Now suppose P E q(x,); then for some large k we have 
P E v(x,-,,). From this fact we deduce that x, is a cluster point of S and 
by Theorem 5.1 the strong fuzzy compactness of (X, S) follows. 
Now we prove (X, 6) is ultrafuzzy compact, or equivalenctly, (X, r(6)) is 
compact. Let f = {x”, n E D) be a crisp net in X. Build in (X, S) a l-net 
S = (x;, n E D}. Since (X, 6) is strong fuzzy compact, S has a cluster point 
x, with value 1. Suppose T= (xyCm), m E E} is a subset of S which 
converges to x, . By Lemma 5.1, it need only be shown that x, is a transitive 
iimit point of T. 
In fact, let R = (xEtm), m E E) be a constant a-net (a E (0, 1 I) similar to 
T. By the strong fuzy compactness of (X, 6) it follows that R has a cluster 
point y, with value a. Evidently y, is also a cluster point of T and so by 
Lemma 5.2 we get x = y. That is to say, x, is the unique cluster point of R 
with value a. Suppose R does not converge to x, ; then there is P E I 
such that for each A4 E E there exists m > M for which x:‘~’ E P holds. 
Therefore, we can build in P a subnet R ’ of R; clearly R ’ is a constant a-net 
as well, hence R’ has a cluster point y,. Since P is a closed fuzzy set we see 
that y, E P. But x, 6? P; it follows that R has two different cluster points x, 
and y, with the same value a, a contradiction! Hence R +x, and SO x, is a 
transitive limit point of T. 
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6. FUZZY SEPARATION AXIOMS 
For a fuzzy T, separation axiom we agree on that given in [6]. In this 
section we shall restate a fuzzy T, separation axiom by means of R- 
neighborhoods and then give two kinds of stronger separation axioms which 
will be called T, and T4. Finally, we shall give a theorem to show that N- 
compactness can strengthen fuzzy separation properties. 
Let (X, g) be a crisp topological space; (X, a) is called a T, space if for 
every pair of different points x and y there are U, E 8 and U, E K so that 
XE u,, YE uy, and U, f7 Uy = $3 Equivalently, put P, = X - U,, 
P,=X-U,,; we have P,EFC’, P,EF’, so that x@P.,, y@P,., and 
P, U P, = X. From this point of view we give 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let (X, 6) be an fts; then it is called a T, fts if for every 
pair of fuzzy points x, and y, with different support x and y there are 
P, E I and P, E v( y,) so that P, U P, = 1. 
It is clear that this definition is equivalent to the one given in [6]. It is 
proved that an fts (X, S) is T, iff each converging fuzzy net does not 
converge to two fuzzy points with different support (see [6, Theorem 12.1 I). 
Now we give 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (X, 6) be an fts. Then it is a T, fts iff for every pair 
of fuzzy points x, and y, with different support (a < 1, c < 1) there exist 
UxE6,U,E6sothatx,EU,, y,EU,,andU,nU,=O. 
ProoJ Sufficiency: Suppose x, and y, are fuzzy points with different 
support. Choose a’ and c’ so that 1 - a < a’ < 1, 1 - c < c’ < 1. Then by 
applying the condition mentioned in Theorem 6.1 to x,,, and yc, we can take 
U,E6, U,,E6 so that x,,EU*, yc,EU,,, and UxnUY=O. Put 
P, = 1 - U,, P, = 1 - U, ; then P, and P, are R-neighborhoods of x, and 
y,, respectively, and P, U P, = 1. Hence (X, S) is a T, fts. 
Necessity: Suppose (X, S) is T, and x, and y, are fuzzy points so that 
xf y and a < 1, c ( 1. Choose a’ and c’ so that 0 < a’ < 1 -a, 
0 < c’ < 1 - c. Then there are R-neighborhoods P, E q(x,,), P, E q( y,,) 
satisfying P, U P, = 1. Put U, = 1 - P, and U, = 1 - P,. Then U, E 6, 
Uy~6,andU,nU,=0,andx,EU,, y,EU,. 
Suppose (X, a) is a crisp topological space and 6 is the family consisting 
of all characteristic functions of sets of a. Then (X, 6) makes an fts by [6]. 
We shall make no distinction between (X, 6) and (X, K). It may be easily 
verified that (X, 6) is T, iff (X, a) is T,. Furthermore, the following theorem 
shows that Definition 6.1 is a good extension in the sense of (51: 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let (X, w(K)) be the fts topologically generated by u 
crisp topological space (X, a); then (X, w(g)) is T, iff (X, f7) is T,. 
Proof: Sufficiency: Suppose (X, K) is T, and x, and y, are fuzzy points 
in (X, w(5)) with different support. Choose G, E F, G, E R so that x E G,, 
y E G,, and G, f7 G, = 0. Let U, and U, be the characteristic functions of 
G, and G,, respectively. Then U, E w(a), I!J! E w(g), and evidently 
x, E U,, y, E U,, and U, n Us = 0. Hence by Theorem 6.1 it follows that 
(X, w(K)) is T,. 
Necessity. Suppose (X, w(K)) is T, and x and y are different crisp points 
in X. Choose U, E w(K), U,, E w(g) so that xl,* E U,, y,/> E U,, and 
U.r f’ tJY = 0. Build in X the crisp sets 
G,= ItI u,(t) > $1. G,. = {t / U&t) > 4 1; 
then on account of the fact that U, and U, are the lower semi-continuous 
functions defined on (X, K) we known that G, E g, G, E g. Furthermore. 
we have evidently that x E G,, y E G,, and G, r‘l G, = 0. Hence (X, K) is 
T 2’ 
In the sequel we consider T, and T, separation axioms. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let A be a fuzzy set in X. Then A is called a 
pseudocrisp set if there is a positive number c so that t E X and A(t) > 0 
implies A(t) > c. Evidently, crisp sets as fuzzy sets are pseudocrisp sets. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let (X, S) be an fts. Then it is called a T, fts if for each 
fuzzy point e and each pseudocrisp closed set F there exist R-neighborhoods 
PofeandQofFsothatPUQ=lwheneverenF=OandF#O. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let (X, S) be an fts. Then it is called a T4 fts if for 
every pair of pseudocrisp closed sets F, and F, there exist R-neighborhoods 
P of F, and Q of F, so that PUQ= 1 whenever F,nF,=O and F,#O, 
F, # 0. 
It is easy to verify that when a crisp topological space (X, r) is 
considered as an fts (X, 6), where 6 is the family of characteristic functions 
of sets belonging to 6, the crisp T, and T, axioms of (X, a) are identical 
with the fuzzy T, and T4 axioms of (X, S), respectively. Furthermore, it can 
be shown that the fuzzy, T, and T4 axioms mentioned above are good 
extensions in the sense of 1.51. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose (X, w(g)) is the fts topologically generated by a 
crisp topological space (X, a). Then (X, w(a)) is T, (T4) ijf (X, a) is T, 
(7-4 ). 
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Proof. We prove Theorem 6.3 for only the case T,; the proof for T4 may 
be obtained by a similar way. 
Sufficiency: Suppose (X, @Y) is T,, xA and F are a fuzzy point and a 
pseudocrisp closed set in (X, w(a)), respectively, so that F # 0 and 
x1 n F = 0. Choose c > 0 so that 
F(t) > 0 o F(t) > c. (5) 
Since F is an upper semicontinuous function defined on (X, W), 
H = (t E X 1 F(t) 2 c} is a closed crisp set in (X, K). By xA n F = 0 we have 
x&H. Hence there are G,E6, G,E~ so that xEG,, HcG,, and 
G, f’? G, = 0. Let U, and U, be the characteristic functions of the sets G, 
and G,{, respectively, P, = 1 - U,, PH = 1 - U,. Then P, and P, are R- 
neighborhoods of xA and F, respectively. It is evident that P, U P, = 1. 
Hence (X, u(g)) is T,. 
Necessity: Suppose (X, o(g)) is T,, x and H are a crisp point and a crisp 
closed set in (X, K), resectively, and x 4 H. We restrict ourselves to the case 
H # 0. Build a fuzzy set F as follows: 
F(r) = f, when t E H, 
= 0, when tEX-H. 
Since HE 6’, F is an upper semicontinuous function on (X, g), i.e., 
FE (~(a))‘. Eviecently xi,, n F = 0 and F # 0; therefore x,,, and F have 
R-neighborhoods P, and PH respectively so that P, U P,, = 1. Put 
U, = 1 -P,, U, = 1 -P,; then U, E w(.!?), U,{ E o(g), and U,y f7 U,, = 0. 
Build two crisp sets 
G, = {t E X i’U&) > +,, G,= {t EXI U&) > t}; 
then x E G, E K, H c G, E K, and G, n G, = 0. Hence (X, K) is T,. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose (X, 8) is an N-compact T, fts; then (X, S) is a T, 
and T4 fts. 
Proof Suppose (X, 8) is an N-compact T, fts, x, is a fuzzy point, and F 
is a pseudocrisp closed set so that x, n F = 0 and F # 0. Choose c > 0 
satisfying (5) and let H = {t E X 1 F(t) > 0); then x @? H. For each crisp 
point t E H, choose a fuzzy point t, with value c. Since (X, 8) is T,, for each 
t E H there are Q: E q(x,) and P, E q(t,) so that Q: U P, = 1. Consider the 
family of closed fuzzy sets 
p = {P, 1 t E H} U {F}. 
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Evidently np < c. Since (X, S) is N-compact, by Theorem 5.2 we see that 
(X, 6) is strong fuzzy compact. Hence by Proposition 5.1 we may choose 
ti E H (i = l,..., k) so that 
n {&, ,..., P,k,FJ -c c. 
Let P= of-, P,.; then it follows from (5) that P is an R-neighborhood of F. 
Let Q = lJ:= , Qi; then Q E I and 
Hence (X, 6) is T,. 
By repeating the same procedure we may prove further that (X, 6) is T4 as 
above. 
Remark. Since the positive number c in (5) can be choosen as small as 
we need, in the proof of Theorem 6.4 we may choose the R-neighborhood P 
of F to satisfy the additional condition 
t E H * P(t) < E, 
where E is an arbitrary positive number. On account of this fact we may 
prove 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose (X, 6) is an N-compact T, fts, F, and F, are 
pseudocrisp closed sets so that F, fl F, = 0, and there exists a positive 
number d < 1 such that F, < d, F, < d. Then there are open fuzzy sets U, 
andU,sothatF,cU,,F,cU,,andU,~U,=O. 
Proof. It sufftces to prove this theorem for the case F, # 0, F, # 0. By 
Theorem 6.4, we may choose R-neighborhoods P, and P, of F, and F, 
respectively so that P, UP, = 1. On account of the remark above we may 
assume 
Pi(X) > 0 * Pi(x) < 1 - d, i= 1,2. 
Let Ui = 1 - Pi; then Fi c Ui (i = 1,2), and U, n U, = 0 follows. 
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